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Whether you are a senior executive or a project manager, it’s your job to help your organization grow and increase its value to its stakeholders. Project management is the unique organizational competency that manages change and drives competitive advantage—with the outcome of delivering results in line with corporate strategy. A Guide to the Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK®) Guide, Third Edition is the map to get you there.

In 1983, Project Management Institute (PMI®) volunteers first sat down to distill the project management body of knowledge. Today the PMBOK® Guide has become the world’s de facto standard for the project management profession and is one of the best, most versatile documents available across major industries. The PMBOK® Guide contains the fundamental, baseline practices that drive business results for any organization—local, regional or global.

More than a million copies of the PMBOK® Guide are in use.  The PMBOK® Guide, Third Edition has been updated to reflect the most current industry knowledge and practices.

One of the most important changes in this edition is the evolution from “generally accepted on most projects, most of the time” to “generally recognized as good practice on most projects, most of the time.” Several chapters have been updated, rewritten or expanded to include the most current and pressing information facing project managers today.

The PMBOK® Guide, Third Edition also includes an expanded index and glossary to reflect the changes that the project management industry has seen during the last four years.

The PMBOK® Guide, Third Edition reflects the collaboration and knowledge of project management leaders who deliver business results. Successful project management is a constant advantage in the dynamic nature of today’s organizations. Companies, non-profits, and government agencies around the world are turning to project management to achieve corporate strategic objectives. As recognition of the value of project management continues to grow, the PMBOK® Guide will become even more of an indispensable tool for practitioners across all organizations, industries and regions.

In 1983, Project Management Institute (PMI®) volunteers first sat down to distill the project management body of knowledge. Today the PMBOK® Guide has become the world’s de facto standard for the project management profession and is one of the best, most versatile documents available across major industries. The PMBOK® Guide contains the fundamental, baseline practices that drive business results for any organization—local, regional or global.
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Practice-Driven Research on Enterprise Transformation: 6th Working Conference, PRET 2013, Utrecht, The Netherlands, June 6, 2013, Proceedings (Lecture Notes in Business Information Processing)Springer, 2013

	This volume constitutes the proceedings of the 6th Working Conference on Practice-Driven Research on Enterprise Transformation (PRET), held in Utrecht, The Netherlands, on June 6, 2013, co-located with the Enterprise Transformation Track of the 21st European Conference on Information Systems (ECIS).
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Infrared and Raman Spectroscopic ImagingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	The breakthrough of Raman, mid - infrared and near - infrared spectroscopy as practical imaging tools with rational measurement and evaluation times has only taken place in recent years, although Raman and infrared spectroscopy are well - established analytical techniques for research, quality assurance and process control since many decades....
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Conversational Capital: How to Create Stuff People Love to Talk AboutFT Press, 2008

	“In The Tipping Point, Malcolm Gladwell presents an important idea without any ‘how to.’ Now Bertrand Cesvet provides the ‘how to’ you need to create ‘Tipping Points’ for your business and success. This book is a compelling presentation of a powerful idea. This is how the...
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iOS 7 Game DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2014

	Develop powerful, engaging games with readytouse utilities from Sprite Kit


	About This Book

	
		Pen your own endless runner game using Apple's new Sprite Kit framework
	
		Enhance your user experience with easy-to-use animations and particle effects using Xcode 5
	
		Utilize...
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Delphi 6 Developer's Guide (With CD-ROM)Sams Publishing, 2001
Borland(r) Delphi 6 Developer's Guide is a new edition of the #1 best-selling Delphi book by authors Steve Teixeira and Xavier Pacheco. Steve and Xavier are of the winners of the Delphi Informant Reader's Choice Award for both Delphi 4 Developer's Guide and Delphi 5 Developer's Guide.

Borland(r) Delphi 6 Developer's...
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International Directory of Business Biographies Edition 1.St. James Press, 2004
Choice : "Entries are well written and easy to understand, Summing Up:  Highly Recommended."
 --Choice, June 2005     

       As the modern business world continues to expand, today's business researchers are in search of a more global perspective.  Unlike many other directories, this four-volume set...
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